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MISSION #1 – WYGRALAK’S HOLE REVISITED
In a recent post, I introduced four Elven characters created for both D&D 5th Edition and Savage
Worlds. The characters’ backstories are presented in overview so that players can further define
the characters if they choose to use them. The connected backstory for each character is
presented in full in the character blog post. But, basically, the four Elves are from the Feywild and
are representatives of the Gloaming Court. They are trained to venture into the Shadowfell on
special missions for the Emerald Enclave.
I wanted to create four, short adventures for the characters to go on as their first missions prior
to going into the Shadowfell. Each adventure in these four preliminary adventures will be to
retrieve a special magic item for each member. After the four missions, the character could easily
be inserted into, or play in full, another campaign in the Shadwofell. Two such contenders that
come to mind are the 5th Edition Curse of Strahd. Borovia has already been associated with lying
inside the Shadwofell (see http://forgottenrealms.wikia.com/wiki/Shadowfell ). One campaign
that was truly more epic in scope than even Ravenloft was the infamous HPE-series in 4th Edition.
These nine modules could be used to create a great storyline for the four Elves and comported
over into 5e.
In this particular adventure presented here, the group is going to a different plane to retrieve a
mighty magic item for the Paladin of the group. This storyline and the map are used in their
entirety courtesy of the open license work of Dyson Logos in a piece called Wygralak’s Hole (see
here: https://rpgcharacters.wordpress.com/2016/07/29/wygralaks-hole/ ).
The characters are told the legend of Wygralak the Slayer and asked to go to the Hole and search
for the head of the spear of Wygralak. The group is actually sent close to the Hole and must cross
a foreign, open grassland to reach their destination. I decided to use the Dungeon Masters Guide
and create a Random Encounter Table. I will begin by presenting it and explaining how it was
created for this adventure.
Once the party reaches the Hole they will encounter several boss-level bad guys as well as their
hired thugs, a group of Orcs. The first big boss is a Shield Guardian. The second boss is a Yugoloth
who has bound the spirit of Wygralak in servitude. The corruption has turned Wygralak’s skull
into a Flameskull. The group can save Wygralak’s skull and save his soul by defeating the
Nycaloth’s manifestation on the Material Plane and send it squealing back to Gehenna.
The prize at the end of the quest is an item called Wygralak the Slayer’s Spear. It has the property
of magically transforming to become an enemy’s weakness – the thing they suffer vulnerability
from. If a creature has no vulnerability, the spear inflicts +3 to Damage. It’s stats for when used
as a standard spear are (1d8 piercing damage; thrown range 20/60; versatile damage 1d10).
For the process of creating the Encounter Table and to fill up Wygralak’s Hole, we’ll be using the
section of the Dungeon Master’s Guide beginning on page 81 and called “Creating Encounters”.
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Our first step is to take the party (our four Elves for this example) and calculate the “XP
Thresholds by Character Level” which is further broken down into Easy, Medium, Hard, and
Deadly. By running the numbers, we get the following chart:
DIFFICULTY

XP THRESHOLD

Easy
Medium
Hard
Deadly

1,400
3,000
4,400
6,800

The next step is to search out creatures from the Monster Manual that fit into the party’s range
of Challenge Ratings across the spectrum. I chose eleven monsters that fit both a grasslands and
a stone hole environment. Then, the trick is to create a bell curve of creatures with the more
difficult ones occupying the low and high numbers. To do this, you use 2d6. From this exercise I
produced the final Encounter Table here:
2d6

ENCOUNTER

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Guardian Naga (CR 10; 5,900 XP; Hard)
3 Displacer Beasts (CR 8; 4,200 XP; Medium)*
Cyclops (CR 6; 2,200 XP; Easy)
Troll (CR 5; 1,800 XP; Easy)
Bulette (CR 5; 1,800 XP; Easy)
Orc Band (3 Orcs & 1 Orc War Chief) (CR 4; 1,700 XP; Easy)
Umber Hulk (CR 5; 1,800 XP; Easy)
Wyvern (CR 6; 2,300 XP; Easy)
Young Copper Dragon (CR 7; 2,900 XP; Easy) – Only attacks when provoked
3 Werewolves (CR 8; 4,200 XP; Medium)*
Stone Golem (CR 10; 5,900 XP; Hard)

* Multiple creatures are calculated in a very particular way. See the chart on page 82 of the DMG
for details.
Now we are ready to key the dungeon. Dyson didn’t number the rooms or key the dungeon, so I
have created the following updated map which includes red numbers for each room.
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ROOM 1: This room acts as the receiving chamber for the Orc War Chief who oversees the troops
garrisoned here. The Chief’s name is Froge One Eye. Currently, there are 3 Orcs in the room.
ROOM 2: Froge One Eye is in this room. If the 3 Orcs in the outer room appear near defeat, Froge
will attempt to make it into the secret door in Room 1 and follow the passage down to Room 3
where the Shield Guardian stands watch. Froge will throw open the double doors and call out to
an Orc sentry on the bridge to go and muster the Orcs in Room 10 to come help.
ROOM 3: The Shield Guardian stands watch over the doors to Room 4 and the two side chambers.
ROOM 4: This is the Lesser Treasure Room. DM’s discretion.
ROOM 5: This secret room’s original purpose is not known. Froge uses the room for his private
quarters. There is a bed and table here.
ROOM 6: Rooms 6, 7, 8, and 9 are the various rooms that Wygralak’s Flameskull haunts. The
double doors between rooms 8 and 10 are sealed beyond opening, so the characters are forced
to enter via Room 6. Wygralak attacks after bantering with the characters but flees into Room 7.
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ROOM 7: Wygralak will engage the party again in banter before attacking again. Once he losses
half his Hit Points, he will summon the Nycaloth named Valbek who has been keeping his soul
corrupted and imprisoned in the skull of his corpse with big hole right in the forehead.
ROOM 8: If Valbek is defeated before Wyglarak, the spell corrupting Wyglarak will be broken and
Wyglarak will beg the party to bury his corpse befitting a proper burial. His corpse is lying in this
room scattered across the floor.
ROOM 9: This room contains Wyglarak the Slayer’s Spear as well as several of Wyglarak’s other
treasure.
ROOM 10: There are 12 Orcs occupying this area that are the main contingent of the Orcs under
Froge One Eye’s command. They will rush to defend Froge if he sends a call to them.
I should also note that all monsters are in the Monster Manual. The same data for Challenge
Rating is as follows for the boss monsters.
•
•
•

Flameskull (CR 4; 1,100 XP; Easy)
Shield Guardian (CR 7; 2,900 XP; Easy)
Nycaloth (CR 9; 5,000 XP; Hard)

This should show that this first adventure is an overall Easy level adventure for the party, but
with a few Hard level creatures. The adventure should culminate in the Hard level battle against
Valbek.
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